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After a catastrophic epidemic kills every adult on earth, vampires arise from the shadows to enslave

the remaining human population. Yuichiro escapes from captivity and joins the Japanese Imperial

Demon Army. But before heâ€™s allowed to fight vampires, he has to complete his first, terrifying

missionâ€“make new friends with his fellow aspiring monster slayers!Yuichiro and his friends are

kept as vampire fodder in a creepy institution masquerading as an orphanage. One day,

Yuichiroâ€™s dreams of fighting back are realized when the orphans stage a daring escape. But

things go horribly wrong, and his dream is kept alive at a cruel price.
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In the beginning Vampires are taking blood from Yuichiro and Mikaela, Who came from the Hyakuya

Orphanage in the human world. They were taken away by Vampires who invaded Earth during a

deadly High Level Virus that killed all the adults and children under 13 weren't affected at all. After

giving blood for the day Yuichiro tells Mikaela that he can't take anymore and wants to kill every last

Vampire, Mikaela explains that Vampires are seven times stronger than humans and that they need

to obey in order to survive in the Vampire World.One night Mikaela comes back with a gun and a

map to the human world from Ferid's Mansion. Ferid's a very cruel and brutal Vampire who loves to

kill humans and drink their blood. Mikaela would let Ferid take his blood all the time because this

would allow him to get what he needed so that Yuichiro, Mikaela, And the rest of the children from

the Hyakuya Orphanage that were taken away a chance to escape back to the human world



forever. Ferid was on to them and starts to kill them one by one and even kills Akane, Something

bad happens to Mikaela during the escape. Yuichiro does get payback and makes it to the gate that

connects the human world.Because Yuichiro disobeyed orders he now has been put in a high

school and gives the teacher a hard time. Yuichiro feels someone tapping on his back and it's a girl

named Shinoa, Who's a Army Surveillance Officer and writes to him on a notebook if he doesn't

cooperate his suspension will continue, Which was funny to see and read. Shinoa also tells him that

he needs to make friends in order to get into the "Moon Demon Company" Which kills Vampires.
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